What do you like about the "Magnets, Motors, and the Mind" exhibition room?
It was awsome
Basketball
We love the air tubes and the lightening ball and the paper airplane launcher
Everything-magnet sand
Needs more hands on exhibits for little kids
Great
Love the wind tunnel, quiet light, especially paper airplane launcher
It is awesome!
The hands-on aspect. Wind tunnels were the favorite.
Yes!!!
It's great fun!
All :)
Hands-on learning with concise explanations for kids. Similar to LA's Museum of Science.
We love having something new to learn about when we come to Thanksgiving Point!
All of it. The exhibits were wonderful and the staff was informative, friendly, and knowledgable.
Everything
Really cool!!
I liked the basketball one because it was easy
some stuff
I like that it is fun and pretty awsome
Wish there were a few more hands-on exhibits
That its not boring
Awareness test, perspective drawing, basketball, words, wind tubes
Very fun hands-on science
My kids were very intrigued with the fans, basketball hoop, and perseptive stations
We loved it!
They all give you a challenge to try and solve them
It's awesome!
Everything! I hope this science room continues my family and friends love it!
That its hands-on and very child-friendly
Its fun
I like the magnet with the tv. I like everything
Magnets
Very hands-on
Magnets are fun, I liked the magnet stuff
Great exhibits, good information, hands on
It opens a whole new way of looking at the world
TV
Kids can actually experience different things that make learning fun
They're cool, make kids learn and think
The kids can see how their actions create-Learn about basic laws of physics
We think it's great to be hands-on with the exhibits. To see how things work up close
It teaches you about how things work!
It's cool
Nothing

Absolutely loved it! The unusual applicaion of every day stuff is great

What suggestions for improvement do you have?
none
Have a magnet car with a magnet that pushes it along
Put a crank on the gears so they move easier
A trash by the fans/more papers
Easier instructions on exhibits
Tell on each item what ages are appropriate to use it
More stuff
None at this time
More exhibits regarding electricity
Better lighting
Don't really like electrical ones along wall-don't seem to work like instructions
Make things easier for younger kids!
More warning! It wiped out my memory card in my camera when I took a pic :(
Make a whole museum with these sorts of exhibits
None
More stuff
None
I've never tried this before but try heating up corn starch and water
Get more stuff
Build better walls for little kids
For the paper not to get stuck in tube
More stuff
Simpler to understand (if possible)
None-more exhibits!
A few more things to add to the fan
None. This whole exhibit is great!
Exhibits that aren't easily destroyed
None-it is excellent
I don't know
?
More things for kids
Hand sanitizer
Fix magnetic waves
Hand sanitizer
More!
None. It's good
Change it up once a month
Just make sure the markers for the perspective exhibit are always working
Add more things in the try it out room
Fix the black things that fly
Make things work
Well I wish we could get the magnetic dust exhibit back
We came once and it wasn't working. That's all.

I liked the moon walking bear lol
The Daisey Dyno motor design sim

What is your favorite exhibit, and why?
Basketball
Basketball because it is with the funny glasses that make it hard
magnet sand
Basketball because the little kids can do it
Wind blowing machine-kids liked it
Wind tunnel because my daughter loves it!
Illusions they are cool
Wind tunnels
We loved the magnetic sand table..sad it's gone
fans with stuff you make
magnet gears you can rearrange because you can create things
The "try it 15 times!" It is fun and funny!
Electric wire and magnet-where wire moves when pushing button
Magnet to tv screen
Awareness exercise-my 10 year old loved!
Dave took us "back stage" (I'm an employee) that was cool.
Basketball one
basketball the glasses thing
The pictures
The basketball one
?
This one cause I like inventing
The tv one
I like the thing with drunk goggles
Awareness test-cool and hilarious!
Magnetic sand, hands-on fun
The fan, its fun to watch my kids make things "fly"
The mind-because it has to do with noticing things that you would not normally notice
Basketball-its cool to look through the drunkie glasses :P
Wind tunnels-we have been back many times, always a favorite. Creative.
Fans blowing things up
Blow air
I like the awarness test because it is challenging and cool
Magnets because it is fun
Basketball shooting
Wind thing
Air flow tubes, magnetic dirt, magnetic particle flow, haiku blocks
Silent lightening
I rock
Basketball. I work with ppl with visual disturbances. Nice to see what they can do.
All
We really like the drawing near far..it's so simple yet amazes us every time.
The magnetic exhibit was great! We want it back. We also like the basketball. All great.
The try it room cause it has cool things in it
it is fun

The ones that work
I liked the moon walking bear lol
The Daisey Dyno motor design simplification

Do you have any other great ideas you would like to share with us?
No
Add chairs for tired moms or grandparents
The exploratorium in San Fran has bubble stuff I think that'd be awesome!
Self discovery aspects-kids have good imaginations
Seating by the exhibits
Parents lounge
Have employees perform demonstrations and have "shows" throughout
Fun science exhibits like dry ice, making bubbles etc.
Nothing! We really like it!
See what floats, and what doesn't, find out which item is attracted by magnets
Perhaps a tube with magnets inside that let you play with the polar opposite effect
More hands-on
Nope!
Nope all fantastic!!
No!
No
No
Optical illusions
Not really
I would love a mothers lounge somewhere on grounds. Hard to find place to nurse.
No
Try broadening horizons and ideas
Please add water features
Not yet :)
You should get two giant magnets and hang one from the ceiling and other off the ground and watch them
Thanks for the hands-on exhibits the kids could stay for hours in this room
Nope sorry
You can make a mini parachute with a hair dryer-point the dryer where the balloon is and it will fly
mirrors
Better customer service-it stinks!
I wish I could make stuff like that
smart
We like to see the exhibits change but then rotate back
Nope
We love this place
The whole thing is wonderful. We have come to visit several times. We look forward to new museum 2011
No. Sorry.
Bone digging
Well the perspective exhibits pen is out of ink :( and I really wanted to try it
Maybe you give a little more technical infor for those of us who would understand. Volts, amps, watts, etc.

